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Lebanon eyes share in sanctions-free Iran
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

L 

ebanon is counting on 
doubling trade with Iran 
a short time after the Is-
lamic Republic is relieved 
of Western economic sanc-

tions, while circles friendly with 
Tehran call for a revival of some 
of its old promises, including the 
army’s provision with weapons.

Iran is stepping up efforts to im-
plement a landmark nuclear deal by 
January to benefit from sanctions 
relief, with European companies 
lining up for what could prove to be 
the most attractive opportunity in 
frontier markets globally.

On October 18th, Iran is to begin 
taking steps to meet its obligations 
under the July nuclear accord and 
the United States will issue waiv-
ers for specific sanctions. However, 
the defining moment will come 
when the International Atomic En-
ergy Agency verifies that Tehran 
has taken the steps outlined in the 
agreement.

Lebanon counts on doubling its 
$100 million annual trade with Iran, 
according to sources at the Beirut 
Chamber of Commerce, Industry 
and Agriculture. However, banking 
ties, broken due to curtailing sanc-
tions imposed by the United States 
on Tehran in 2007 to curb its nucle-
ar ambitions, must first be restored.

“Lebanon banks had to sever 
their ties with the Iranian banks, 
fearing US retaliation if they didn’t,” 
a source with the Association of 
Banks in Lebanon said. “Restora-
tion of banking ties is crucial for 
any later dealings to go forward.”

Iran, founder and financer of 
Lebanon’s militant Hezbollah, is 
widely seen as interfering in the 
smaller country’s domestic affairs, 
while Saudi Arabia supports mod-
erate political factions.

A source at the Ministry of En-
ergy played down positive effects 
about Iran’s return to the world oil 
market on Lebanese citizens’ en-
ergy bills. “While oil prices fell by 
more than 50% worldwide since 
June 2014, Lebanon’s energy bill 
shrank by 35% only,” the source 
told The Arab Weekly.

“Reasons include a murky 
pricing mechanism in Lebanon 
whereby government taxes and 
the shares of gasoline wholesalers 
and retailers remain untouched,” 
the source said. “While Iran’s im-
minent return to world oil markets 
is likely to lower prices further, but 
a lowering in the Lebanese energy 
bill, if it happened, is almost cer-
tainly going to be a fraction only.”

The Lebanese Businessmen As-
sociations, known by its French ini-
tials RDCL, is preparing for visits to 
Iran. The first visit will be followed 
by sector-oriented visits, RDCL 
LBA President, Fouad Zmokhol 
said at a news conference. He not-
ed that Iran has $100 billion worth 
of companies listed on the Tehran 
Stock Exchange. “Many companies 
are run well and are attractive to 
Lebanese businessmen,” he said.

Adnan Kassar, head of Lebanon’s 
Economic Associations, advised in 
July that any Lebanese business 
visit to Tehran should be well pre-
pared. “Lifting the sanctions will 
be a good opportunity for both 
countries. Iran has 80 million peo-
ple and its economy is the second 
largest in the region after its Saudi 
counterpart,” he said. “But any 
visit should be prepared for in ac-

cordance with the pace of lifting 
sanctions.”

An economist close to Hezbol-
lah said Lebanon should work on 
reviving Iranian promises to invest 
in its electricity sector and provide 
its army with weapons. “The plans 
didn’t go through because of the 
sanctions, but should be pushed 
through with a sanctions-free Iran, 
especially in terms of electricity 
investments, obviously very much 
needed in Lebanon,” he said

In 2012, Iran proposed to sell Leb-
anon electricity at reduced prices. 

Tehran offered to provide Lebanon 
with 200-400 megawatts of electric-
ity as the Lebanese faced increased 
rationing of their supply. Two years 
later, a senior Iranian official said 
Tehran would supply the Lebanese 
Army with military equipment to be 
used in fighting armed groups.

If the sanctions are lifted, Iran’s 
economy is expected to expand in 
2016 when oil production, oil ex-
ports, auto production and expan-
sion of trade increase. Iran’s stock 
market stands at $96.6 billion. The 
Tehran Stock Exchange rose 130% 

in 2013 and another 33% last No-
vember.

However, a government source 
warned, “Iran is likely to continue 
paying heavily for its involvement 
in the Syrian war, through its own 
Revolutionary Guards, through Ira-
qi Shia militiamen or through Leba-
non’s Hezbollah,” he said.

“Even if its economy booms, 
Lebanon shouldn’t expect much 
from an economy at war.”

Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a
Beirut-based business writer.
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Lebanon’s harsh reality: The end of compromise

M
any argue that 
the conflicts in 
the Middle East 
represent the 
end of the 
Sykes-Picot 

agreement of 1916. Countries, 
such as Syria and Iraq in particu-
lar, are fragmenting, therefore 
borders drawn by the colonial 
powers to subdivide the former 
Ottoman empire are no longer 
valid.

That may be true, even if 
Sykes-Picot was never really 
implemented. However, a more 
accurate conclusion is that states 
themselves, built on unjust and 
defective social contracts, are col-
lapsing from within, regardless 
of what happens to their bounda-
ries. What we are witnessing is 
less the final nail in the coffin of 
the region’s colonial legacy than 
the seminal failure of the political 
orders that came afterward.

In this context one country, 
Lebanon, holds an anomalous 
position. The foundations of the 
Lebanese social contract put 
in place in 1943, known as the 
National Pact, were surprisingly 
durable, even through years of 
war. Those foundations, out-

lining a system of sectarian 

power-sharing, have also created 
a fairly liberal order, albeit one 
that has been dysfunctional.

Sectarian power-sharing pre-
dated 1943, however. Its roots can 
be found in the arrangements for 
Ottoman Mount Lebanon dating 
from the 1830s, through to the 
Mutasarrifiyya that followed the 
civil war of 1860 and, after that, 
political practice put in place dur-
ing the French Mandate.

Lebanon has often been 
regarded as the personification 
of state breakdown. Its civil war 
of 1975-90 seemed to illustrate 
the country’s impossibility. Yet 
Lebanon put in place a system 
in which society and sects were 
stronger than the state. This 
meant that when the state col-
lapsed sects were able to fill the 
void, reviving the shell 
of the state once the conflict 
ended.

This has made for an inciden-
tal state, to the chagrin of many 
Lebanese. But it has also led to 
the introduction of reflexes of 
compromise outside the state to 
manage differences. The system 
is far from perfect and the state 
has had to maintain a strong 
army to keep social peace but the 
army can only be used sparingly 
as it reflects the country’s volatile 
social cleavages.

However, today Lebanon has 
never been tenser since its civil 
war ended. The habits of com-
promise have broken down; the 
legitimacy of the state is increas-
ingly questioned by a society 
that does not see its basic needs 
fulfilled and accuses politicians, 
reasonably, of corruption, and 

there are political forces who gain 
more by undermining the system 
than by defending it.

Among the latter are Hezbollah 
and their Maronite Christian ally, 
Michel Aoun. Hezbollah never 
embraced the post-1943 system, 
even if it has usually respected its 
rules.

Partly that is because, initially, 
the party advocated an Islamic 
republic and saw the Lebanese 
state as contrary to this, and 
partly because when Hezbollah 
more fully integrated into the 
system after 1992, it viewed it as 
weighted against the Shia com-
munity.

Aoun has long been focused on 
becoming president, an ambition 
he first had when heading a mili-
tary government in 1988-90 and 
that he never abandoned, even 
during his exile in France. In 2005 
he returned to Lebanon and won 
a significant parliamentary bloc 
in elections. This he did again 
in 2009 and therefore considers 
himself the most popular Maron-
ite, the religious sect from which 
Lebanon’s presidents are  
chosen.

Since Aoun’s return, Hezbol-
lah has spurred his presidential 
drives, to prevent the anti-Syrian 
majority from consolidating its 
power. By using Aoun to shatter 
all consensus, Hezbollah has kept 
its opponents destabilised. Since 
May 2014 it has backed Aoun’s 
refusal to send his bloc to parlia-
ment to elect a new president, 
unless it is himself — prevent-
ing a quorum and prolonging a 
vacuum Hezbollah seeks while 
engaged in Syria.

Hezbollah has said that its 
candidate for president is Aoun. 
While many believe Aoun is be-
ing used, this seems only partly 
true. Rather, the party would like 
Aoun in office because it believes 
he will push for an amendment 
of sectarian shares in the consti-
tution in a way that benefits its 
interests, and by extension those 
of its regional sponsor, Iran.

Under the present arrange-
ment, seats in parliament, the 
government and the civil service 
are divided according to a 50-50 
ratio between Christians and 
Muslims. Hezbollah would 
prefer a 30-30-30 breakdown 
between Shias, Sunnis and 
Maronites, with smaller com-
munities redistributed within 
this framework. The main idea is 
for Shias and Maronites to form, 
together, a structural two-thirds 
majority over Sunnis.

Aoun appears ready to accept 
this, because he too fears Sunni 
mobilisation from the Syrian 
war and may negotiate Maron-
ite advantages for giving up 
representation. But if Aoun were 
to follow this agenda as presi-
dent, he could well undermine 
the consensus upholding the 
system, alienating Sunnis.

Irresponsibility, rather than 
colonial borders, is the curse 
of the modern Middle East. 
Lebanon ranks among the freer 
of Arab societies, yet the effort 
to impose a new social contract 
against one community may 
create a serious backlash, as 
the Shias of Iraq learned. But in 
the region mistakes are rarely 
righted.
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